
 

 

 

 

 

 

Oculi Installation Process 

These instructions are intended as a Quick Start Guide for the OCULi Wireless PIR Camera.  This flow 
chart illustrates the logical sequence of steps for easy set up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STEP 1  Receiving your OCULi unit 

OCULi units can be shipped with or without batteries so please check with your distributor if they 
are supplying the batteries.  If ordered from Luminite, the SAFT LSH20 batteries will be despatched 
directly under separate cover. 

 

STEPS 2 and 3  Registering your OCULi unit 

OCULi has a dedicated web portal at www.oculi.online  The portal allows all the functionality of the 
OCULi system to be configured and events to be viewed, actioned and archived. 

You will need to register on the OCULi portal in order to use OCULi.  Registration requires a company 
name, user name(s), valid email address and a password which must be at least 6 characters and 
comprise lower case, upper case and at least one number.  Please note that you should only register 
one contact per Company name.  Further users can be added later via the portal. By registering you 
agree to our terms and conditions which are available on the OCULi REGISTER page or here 
https://www.luminite.co.uk/downloads/ 

 

 

STEP 4  Setting up your data account   

OCULi works together with a dedicated server provided and maintained by Luminite.  Access to the 
server is only provided through our data partner’s SIMs. To activate the enclosed SIM you must set 
up an account with our data partner WIRELESS LOGIC  using the forms accessible from the portal 
registration page where there is also a tool to estimate data usage.  

There are three tariffs to choose from  – 25Mb, 50Mb or 100Mb. Each contract comprises 5 pages 
plus terms and conditions.  Please fill in your contact details on page 1, complete the Direct Debit 
form on page 2 and sign the bottom of page 4.  Page 3 is for Republic of Ireland customers only. 
Please ensure that you write the 19 digit SIM number (pre-fixed with ICC) at the top of page 1.  All 5 
pages should then be scanned and emailed to orders@wirelesslogic.com and info@luminite.co.uk  
Your SIM will be activated within 24 hours. 



We endeavour to provide aggregated data usage when you have more than one SIM, this allows for 
total contracted data to be shared between OCULi alleviating problems with different data usage 
between units. 

Please note that the SIMPro administrator will receive access to the dashboard allowing them to 
view usage, active connections as well as a weekly overview of the account.  Please ensure that you 
set your alerts for usage.  You can view the SIMPro User Guide here 
http://www.wirelesslogic.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/SIMPro-User-Guide-WEB.pdf  

   

 

  

STEP 5  Registering your SIM to the OCULi portal 

OCULi uses SIMs to identify user accounts so we need to know the number of your activated SIM so 
that your device is viewable on your login. Call 020 8368 7887 and ask for the OCULi  Helpdesk, or 
email info@luminite.co.uk 

   

STEP 6  Starting up your OCULi unit 

Remove the back cover of the OCULi using the Allen key provided. 

Push out the mini-SIM from the carrier – there may be several sizes of SIM pre-cut, please see the 
accompanying picture to confirm the size OCULi requires. Put the SIM in the slot underneath the SD 
card, which must be present, as shown in the picture.  

 

 

 



 

 

Take off the battery cover with a cross-headed screwdriver and remove and retain the battery 
isolaters under the battery cover terminals as indicated in the photograph. The cells fit with their 
positive pips towards the front of the unit. Replace the battery cover with the OCULi pointing 
downwards to ensure that the pips are central in their connecting pads.  Please note that  installing 
the batteries or fitting the battery cover with the OCULI horizontal can result in a failure of the 
batteries to connect. 

Once the battery cover is replaced the OCULi will start up.  After 15-30 seconds LED 4 will illuminate 
to indicate connection to the server has been initiated.  LED 6 will illuminate shortly after to indicate 
that the 3G modem has started correctly.  LED 5 will flash on briefly whilst the modem searches for a 
network, then flash off briefly when a connection is established. 

The OCULi will make a connection to the server, then take a series of images and re-establish  
connection to the server to upload the event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP 7  Logging onto the OCULi portal 

Log onto www.oculi.online 

Enter the email address and password used to register. 

 



STEP 8  Checking initialisation 

Click on the event tab to see a list of events.  There should be a yellow initialisation event from an 
OCULi with the name New Camera 1.  Click on the event - there should be a sequence of 5 images 
when fully uploaded.  Refresh the event list and click on the event again to update the sequence if it 
has fewer than 5 images uploaded. 

 

 

STEP 9  Filling in default sites 

It is advisable to complete the information on the default site as this is used to generate real sites 
where OCULi are viewed and managed.  

General  email  - this is the address to which non-urgent information about the site is sent. 

Alert email(s) -  list of email addresses to which notifications of detections, moves and cloaks are 
sent. 

There are several options for the site that are common to all the OCULi assigned to it: 

Site has master schedule – the site arming schedule will be used rather than the individual OCULi 

Update with Beta test firmware – for our development partners not recommended for normal use  

Update with Release firmware – tick this to accept over the air software updates 

Set Arming for each day of the week: click on the dropdown box to select a day.  If no arming 
schedule exists click Add new alarm. The Default site is generated with a working week disarm 
schedule. 

There are 2 versions of this: 

i) Schedules starting with an ON 

By default the OCULi is disarmed from midnight at the start of the day – to arm it from midnight 
enter the first entry as 00:00. To disarm, perhaps for office hours, make the first off time 08:00 (for 
example). 

To re-arm at the end of the working day Add new alarm and make the on time 17:00 then the off 
time of 24:00. Whilst 24:00 is not a real time, it indicates to the system to stay armed across 
midnight if the following day has an on time of 00:00. 



When formatting the schedule it is important to enter two pairs of digits separated by a colon(:) with 
no spaces.  To ensure that the arming schedule is reactivated there should be a brief off period just 
after midnight on Sunday on 00:00 off 00:02 then (for example) on 00:05 off 24:00. This has been set 
as a default and should not be changed.  

Every day needs to have an arming schedule as it defaults to dis-armed. 

ii) Schedules starting with an OFF 

By default the OCULi is armed. Add new alarm to dis-arm during office hours OFF 09:00 ON 17:30 
(for example). 

Save the default site with the SAVE button. 

 

STEP 10  Saving default sites 

Save the Default site as your first actual site. 

To make the most of Notifications and Unit Management it is recommended to assign your OCULi to 
a site that has a real location – such as “Luminite Office”. 

On the default site enter your new site name in the Save As box and click Save Site(s) 

 

STEP 11  Setting  and Assigning new cameras 

Firstly it is usually beneficial to give a meaningful name to your OCULi such as its position or view ie 
“Front Door” please enter this in the Name box.  

You need to assign the OCULi to the site you set up in step 10.  Enter the first few characters of your 
site into the empty box next to Site and click Search for Site. You should be offered your full site 
name, click on this to select it. 

Different camera settings can be selected at this point.  They are described on the page or by holding 
the cursor over each box. 

Day/Night calibration required It is sometimes necessary to calibrate the day / night threshold. 
Check this box to make an event as it gets dark and light. When the threshold is correct there should 
be enough light for a good image on the day event and the effect of the infra-red illumination should 
be evident on the night event. This will give the best images with the least battery usage. When 
satisfactory uncheck this box. 

Voice Challenge in this mode the OCULi will stay on for two minutes following a detection allowing 
you to make a phone call to it to challenge an intruder. To use this function you will need a voice 
enabled SIM and a speaker connected to the OCULi.  There is a significant extra drain on the 
batteries when this mode is used. 

The Heartbeat is a single image sent periodically.  It allows you to be sure that the OCULi is working 
correctly even when there are no detections.  It also allows changes to schedules and settings to be 
updated. 

 Timeline is a single image captured periodically and then uploaded at the next detection or 
heartbeat.  Timelines are generated at the next most frequent timing granularity of the heartbeat  



ie. a weekly heartbeat will generate a daily timeline, a daily heartbeat will generate an hourly 
timeline. Please be aware that Timelines consume additional battery power and data usage so can 
be switched off. OCULi PIR detection is disabled when connected to the server so it is advisable to 
set the heartbeat for when the unit is disarmed and at different times to other OCULi on the site. 

Save the site at the bottom of the page. 

STEP 12  Creating a new User 

Users can be added to the account on the Users tab 

 

It is advisable to assign Users to best manage notifications and sites that can be viewed. Users must 
have a unique email although this is not verified and only needs to be real if emails are expected to 
be received. This enables a single user to be able to log in at different levels of authority and across a 
range of allocated sites. 

You will, by default, be set to be a Manager of your site.  This enables you to make changes to the 
settings and create new sites and Users.  Operators can only see settings and respond to events. 

Managers that have no sites allocated to them will see all sites and cameras and receive no 
notifications. 

STEP 13  Assigning additional Users 

Go to the Sites tab and click on your new site. You will see that your OCULi has been allocated to 
your site and that you and your new Users are in the Operators list. 

 



Notifications and views are generated for each operator so select an operator from the list and click 
Add Role to Site. 

STEP 14  Setting up User notifications 

You can now select which events cause notifications for that User by clicking Settings.  

 

It is likely that you will want to see Detection, Tamper On, Cloak On, Shock and Move. Select Mobile 
Push if this User will be using a mobile phone app and Web if this user should receive notifications 
when logged into the website on a browser. Enable/Disable site notifications allows notifications 
from this site to the User to be disabled without changing the settings.  This is useful for holidays etc. 

Click Save Site(s) 

STEP 15  Setting up an ARC integration 

On Sites tab select your site then at Platform Integration choose which ARC platform you require 
from the Platform list. 

 

Click on Integration to enter the settings. The information to enter in each of the 5 Values can be 
found by clicking the Info. button. 

Click Save Site(s) to conclude the setup. 

 

 



PLEASE NOTE 

When changes to units are made via the web portal, these will only become effective after the 
next event or heartbeat schedule. 

 

When transporting unit(s) between locations batteries MUST be removed. 

 

IN CASE OF QUERY CALL 0208 368 7887 AND ASK FOR THE OCULI HELPDESK. 

 


